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ABSTRACT

medium demonstrate the feasibility of the

The project for the time period 2012/2013 is

method to explore physical limits to ground

split into 5 subtasks with the goal to improve

motions during large events. Within subproject

regional and local seismic hazard assessment in

3 the earthquake catalogue for the period

Switzerland. Subproject 1 was focused on the

between 1878 and 1900 was progressively

investigation and improvement of ground-

analysed and the macroseismic information

motion attenuation models and earthquake

contained in the Annual Reports of the SED

source scaling for Switzerland. A variety of

systematically integrated into the database for

novel solutions have been developed and pub-

events with an assumed intensity of V and

lished, including: methods for automatic site

stronger. A common database for the compila-

amplification determination; Swiss specific

tion of palaeoseismological findings from vari-

ground-motion prediction models; the investi-

ous research fields was established and is cur-

gation of earthquake sources and their 3D

rently being filled with data. In subproject 4,

crustal distribution; and development of refer-

we present new methodologies to characterize

ence velocity, amplification and attenuation

seismogenic source zones in Switzerland,

profiles for arbitrary sites, including those at

advancing towards more realistic and physi-

depth. Within subproject 2 we finalized our

cally constrained models. Finally subproject 5 is

routine for retrieval of dilatancy parameters

related to geological disposal repositories with

from strong motion recordings acquired on

a focus on the possible impacts of strong earth-

vertical arrays, and development continued

quakes on the repository itself and the infra-

on the implementation and verification of

structure during the operating phase. We

Drucker-Prager plasticity in a 3D finite differ-

developed an initial conceptual framework to

ence code. Simulations of wave propagation

assess the hazard posed by induced earth-

from an M 7.8 earthquake in a nonlinear

quakes.
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Project goals

systematic investigation, the assessment of event
parameters such as magnitude and location and

The project for the time period 2012/2013 is split

the investigation of the historical context of his-

into 5 subtasks with the main goal to improve

torical earthquake records to ensure their correct

regional and local seismic hazard assessment in

interpretation. New findings relating to large

Switzerland. The sub-projects described in this

earthquakes in other periods, including yet

report are:

unknown archival sources, archeological and pal-

1. Ground-motion attenuation models and earth-

aeo-seismological findings are followed closely.

quake scaling for Switzerland;
2. Modelling of wave propagation in complex,
non-linear media;
3. Revision of the Swiss earthquake catalogue
1878–1960;
4. Improved seismotectonic zonation for Switzerland;

Subproject 4 strives to add physical constraints to
the generation of improved seismotectonic models
for Switzerland and subproject 5 is related to the
definition of possible earthquake impacts on deep
geological disposals, the analysis of observations in
underground structures, and the issue of induced
seismicity.

5. Earthquake scenarios for deep geological disposal.
Subproject 1 has focused on the development and
improvement of earthquake ground-motion attenuation and source-scaling models for Switzerland,
with focus on predictions valid for the subsurface.
The complete understanding in terms of physical
parameterization of such models is crucial in order

Work carried out and results
obtained
1. Ground-motion attenuation
models and earthquake scaling
for Switzerland

to decouple different effects: for instance to
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remove the influence of the near-surface geology

In the previous reporting period, we developed

from recorded ground-motions. In order to do this

and published a ground-motion prediction model

we have investigated new parameterizations of

for Switzerland [Edwards and Fäh, 2013a]. This

stochastic-based simulation models, improved

simulation model has now been parameterized for

understanding of global ground motion prediction

engineering applications using a function depen-

equations (GMPEs) and investigated new methods

dent on magnitude and distance. We have tested

of magnitude-scaling.

this model against macroseismic intensities of

The scope of subproject 2 is to improve determin-

larger historical Swiss earthquakes, determining

istic predictions of ground motion, especially with

the best stress-drop to use for the national seismic

respect to nonlinear behaviour in sedimentary

hazard maps and the ShakeMap system.

rocks and soft soils. Records of strong ground

The investigation of seismic sources in Switzerland

motion that are clearly characterised by nonlinear

is important to understand how to simulate larger

soil behaviour will be studied and reproduced

events. As well as investigating wider-European

using advanced constitutive soil models. Because

large magnitude earthquakes [Edwards and Fäh,

such models require many parameters, which are

2013b] we have published the results of our inves-

difficult to define, an important aspect of this sub-

tigation into the 3D spatial distribution of the

project is the calibration of dynamic soil properties

stress-drop of earthquakes in Switzerland [Goertz-

from standard geotechnical tests. A further aim is

Allmann and Edwards, 2013] (Figure 1). Strong

to study the propagation of body and surface

regional variation was found to be related to the

waves in nonlinear materials by performing numer-

Alpine front and areas of uplift.

ical simulations in two- and three-dimensions.

As well as further developing Swiss-specific mod-

As instrumental measurements only provide reli-

els, we have developed implementations of host to

able data from seismic activity in Switzerland since

target adjustments used for correcting global or

1975, the assessment of seismic hazard chiefly

regional GMPEs to a Swiss specific, or site-specific

relies on historical records of earthquakes. The

target. These Vs-Kappa corrections take into

main focus of subproject 3 is on the historical-crit-

account differences in the local velocity and atten-

ical revision of the Swiss earthquake catalogue for

uation between the host (GMPE) and target. Two

the period 1878–1960. This includes the extension

approaches have been implemented: (1) an

of the completeness of the event list based on a

approach based on random-vibration theory (RVT),
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in which both host and target are parameterized in

we have developed a simplified method [Edwards

terms of a stochastic model; and (2) a newly devel-

et al., 2013] which is based on the use of the quar-

oped method [1] based on inverse RVT, allowing

ter-wavelength approximation [2]. The attenuation

the direct estimation of response spectrum com-

relevant for an arbitrary velocity profile is also

patible Fourier spectra.

essential to correctly model and interpret amplifi-

The separation of the effects of source, path and

cation, particularly at high frequencies. We

site on observed ground-motion is important so

extended the approach originally proposed by [2]

that we can develop simulation models. We have

to simultaneously model both the reference shear-

therefore improved an application for the decou-

wave velocity profile and the corresponding atten-

pling of source path and site effects based on a

uation ([3]; Poggi et al., 2013). The method has

Bayesian approach. The method has been applied

been extensively tested on the Japanese KiK-Net

to the Japanese KiK-Net database, and the result-

Network by comparing site-specific attenuation

ing decoupled amplification has been compared

measurements with quarter-wavelength average

with surface-to-borehole ratios. We have pub-

velocities at 36 soil and rock sites. Finally, a para-

lished a method employed within the real-time

metric model developed with this approach gives

seismic observation network for the determination

us the possibility to estimate anelastic attenuation

of site amplification [Edwards et al., 2013]. The

of a rock site with an arbitrary velocity profile or

implementation continuously analyses recorded

even Vs30 and provides the base for host-to-target

earthquakes and updates a database of amplifica-

adjustments of real or modelled ground-motion.

tion (elastic and anelastic) for all of the stations
connected to the network. The resulting amplifications are displayed on an SED-internal website for
easy access.

2. Modelling of wave propagation in
complex, non-linear media

The definition of a common soil or rock reference
is a key issue when predicted or observed ground

Research in subproject 2 focuses on both nonlinear

motion is compared for sites of different character-

behaviour of soft soils near the surface and nonlin-

istics. In order to correct modelled or empirical

earity in the fault zone at depth. A procedure has

amplification functions to a common reference,

been developed to retrieve the dilatancy para-

Figure 1:
Lateral variations of
stress drop for using a
depth-dependent Q
model. The main Alpine
fronts are shown by
the bold-dashed lines
(J.F., Jura Front;
H.F., Helvetic Front;
P.F., Penninic Front).
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Figure 2:
Permanent plastic
strain in the southern
San Andreas fault zone
following the M 7.8
ShakeOut scenario
earthquake.

meters of the Iai [4] cyclic mobility model directly

earthquake on the southern San Andreas fault) for

from strong ground motion recorded on vertical

a medium governed by Drucker-Prager plasticity.

arrays. During 2012/2013 this method was further

We showed that plasticity in the fault zone, and, to

improved. A new misfit definition based on the

a lesser extent, nonlinear behaviour in shallow

Stockwell transform was introduced, which guides

sediments, could reduce the earlier predictions of

the inversion routine to models that accurately

large long-period ground motions in the Los Ange-

reproduce the frequency-time evolution of the

les basin by 30–70% [Roten et al., 2013b, 2013e].

observed signals. We quantified the dilatancy

These results suggest that the role of plasticity in

parameters at the Wildlife liquefaction array (WLA),

the saturation of ground motions is not limited to

at Kushiro port (KP) and the KiK-Net site FKSH14.

extreme events, such as the maximum physically

Liquefaction resistances derived from strong

possible earthquake assumed for Yucca mountain

motions tend to be higher than predictions from

[7], but remains significant for earthquake sce-

field and laboratory tests, and indicate that cyclic

narios that are considered very plausible.

mobility effects may occur on soils with a high
liquefaction resistance during strong and prolonged shaking [Roten et al., 2013a, 2013c].
Development continued on a tool that defines

3. Revision of the Swiss earthquake
catalogue 1878–1960

dilatancy parameters from cone penetration tests,
164

which was simplified for easier use by non-special-

In the assessment of earthquakes with a maxi-

ists. The tool was applied for characterization of

mum intensity of less than VI (EMS) for the period

nonlinear soil properties at two Swiss strong

1878–1900 we have realized that the large but

motion instrument sites.

heterogeneous data pool available in the annual

Continuing efforts have been made in collabora-

reports of the Swiss Earthquake Commission is

tion with the SCEC/USGS dynamic rupture code

only incompletely integrated in the current Earth-

verification project [5] to verify our implementation

quake Catalogue of Switzerland (ECOS-09). Most

of plasticity in the AWP-ODC finite difference code.

of the information regarding events inherited

We have implemented viscoelastic relaxation [6]

from the catalogue version MECOS-99 is ques-

and shown that it is a condition for convergence of

tionable, as the process of their determination is

the numerical solution, which has led to the devel-

neither documented nor reproducible and proved

opment of a new verification benchmark sched-

to be inconsistent with the critical examination of

uled for early 2014.

the information documented in the annual

We also simulated the ShakeOut earthquake sce-

reports. The comparison of each event with its

nario (widely used for drills, assuming an M 7.8

counterpart in the annual reports resulted in the
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correction of a large number of entries and to the

evant for the period of ca. 1878–1955 was dis-

integration of a considerable number of new

posed of in the late 1950s. A further notable result

events, especially in the case of earthquake

of our research in the SED’s archives is the discov-

sequences. We started the reinterpretation of the

ery of unknown historical dia-positives, showing

events based on the reconstruction of their mac-

building damage and environmental effects of the

roseismic field. Currently we have integrated the

1946 earthquake in Sierre.

macroseismic information contained in the annual

For some areas, the recurrence intervals of strong

reports for all events with an assumed intensity of

earthquakes largely exceed the time span of his-

V and V–VI. Moreover, a significant number of yet

torical documentation. For this reason we designed

unconsidered reports were added to previously

a database to compile palaeoseismological evi-

reassessed larger events.

dence of large prehistorical earthquakes in Swit-

A study on the so called «dark ages» of documen-

zerland documented in studies from various disci-

tation at the SED in the period 1964–1971 in rela-

plines. Data is currently progressively integrated in

tion to the administrative, cultural and technologi-

collaboration with the sediment dynamics group of

cal changes is currently under review. [Grolimund

the Institute of Geology at ETH. This integration

et al., 2013]. This study not only provided insights

needs to be completed with archaeological and

into the reliability of data produced in this period

speleological datasets in the future. In a short note

and on the history of the SED and its technological

in preparation [Grolimund and Fäh, 2013b], we

development but also into the source material situ-

compare the tentative conclusions on possible pal-

ation in the SED’s archives and the transmission of

aeo-events in Switzerland with the very few avail-

earthquake data. We could provide compelling evi-

able relevant written sources on seismic events in

dence that an important collection of primary

the Early Middle Ages and the Late Iron Age. The

sources (questionnaires, letters etc.) of the former

analysis indicates that the location of a very strong

archives of the Swiss Earthquake Commission rel-

217 BC event indicated in the Catalogue of Strong

Figure 3: Events of the
period 1879–1900 prioritized with respect to
the maximum reported
epicentral intensity,
the wealth of available
macroseismic information and discrepancies
between the catalogues.
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Figure 4:
Map of Switzerland,
colour code is the
forecasted annual rate
of earthquakes with
magnitudes greater or
equal to 4.5 in each
grid cell using the
newly constructed
smooth seismicity
model.
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Italian Earthquakes [8] and the interpretation of

(rheology and faults), forming the basis of numeri-

the 563 AD Tauredunum-event at lake Geneva as

cal model building.

a rock fall in the Earthquake Catalogue of Switzer-

The finding that the relative earthquake size distri-

land [9] might have to be reassessed.

bution of earthquakes varies systematically with
depth, as predicted by laboratory measurements

4. Improved seismotectonic zonation
for Switzerland

and by the strength profile of the crust, has been
finalised and published [Spada et al., 2013b].
Results for Switzerland are currently being implemented in OpenQuake in order to evaluate the
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Seismogenic source models are the starting point

hazard sensitivity; it will likely be a part of the

of the assessment of seismic hazard. The objective

upcoming release of the new national seismic haz-

of our research is to move beyond the state of the

ard model. Efforts to quantify the resolution ability

art defined in the PEGASOS and PRP «source»

of 3D seismic surveys in order to integrate this

groups by adding physical-rheological constraints

information in a quantitative sense into probabilis-

to existing statistical and subjective zonation

tic hazard studies are progressing. This new tech-

approaches. The analysis of the crustal structure

nique, which we call Probabilistic Seismic Fault

using combined controlled-source seismology and

Imaging has been further refined by adding filters

receiver function information to derive 3D Moho

that account for faulting styles, depth, dependent

topography beneath the alpine region has been

imaging resolution etc., a publication on the topic

completed and published [Spada et al., 2013a].

is currently in preparation [Schechinger et. al.,

Together with related efforts to determine crustal

2013]. Work related to time-dependent models

structures and high-resolution earthquake loca-

for Switzerland has been completed; the model is

tion, these findings will allow for a much more

available on the SED Intranet, updated regularly

accurate correlation of seismicity and structure

after significant earthquakes.
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We have developed a smooth stochastic earth-

induced near deep geological repositories. Because

quake rate model for Switzerland as an alternative

a fully coupled thermo-, hydro-, and geomechani-

to the existing areal source models. The model

cal computational framework to assess induced

applies techniques developed by Hiemer et al. [10,

earthquakes in a probabilistic sense is currently

11] for California and Europe to Switzerland

both unconstrained and computationally expen-

[Woessner et al., 2013]. The model applies tech-

sive, we have developed and partially calibrated a

niques for California [10] and Europe [11] to Swit-

so called «hybrid» approach. In this approach, first

zerland. The spatial component of the model is

order physical constraints such as pore pressure

based on the kernel density estimation technique,

variation and strain are modelled explicitly, while

which we applied to both, past earthquake loca-

geomechanical coupling is achieved through a

tions and slip rates on mapped crustal faults.

calibrated model of stochastic seed faults. Their

Accordingly, our forecasts rely on the assumption

size-distribution and failure is distributed assum-

that the occurrence of past seismicity is a good

ing an inverse relationship between applied shear

proxy to forecast occurrence of future seismicity,

stresses and size-distribution (an extension of

and that future large-magnitude events are more

Mohr-Coulomb Failure theory). This allows first

likely to occur in the vicinity of known faults. We

order predictions on the likelihood of felt earth-

computed earthquake rates by estimating the a-

quakes as a function of depth, faulting regime

and b-value of a truncated Gutenberg-Richter

cohesion or coefficient of friction to be made. It

magnitude distribution for the entire study area

also represents a conceptual framework in which

based on a maximum likelihood approach that

to build improved seismogenic source models

considers the spatial and temporal completeness

(subproject 4). For example, this model qualita-

history of the seismic catalogue. Thus the final

tively predicts the depth-dependence of the rela-

annual rate of our forecast is purely driven by cata-

tive earthquake size distribution (b-value) observed

logue data, whereas its spatial component incor-

in Switzerland [Spada et al., 2013a]. Using the

porates contributions from both earthquake and

work by Mignan et al. [2013], and the GMPE

fault moment-rate densities. Retrospective and

related efforts discussed in subproject 1, we are

pseudo-prospective testing shows that the new

also able to convert forecasted, time dependent

model performs significantly better than the tradi-

earthquake rates into hazard, specifically cali-

tional areal source model for Europe. The model

brated for induced and very shallow events.

applied to Switzerland is shown in Figure 4. The
work will be completed with a publication and will
form a part of the new Swiss national seismic haz-

National Cooperation

ard model to be released in 2014.
Collaboration is continuing with the Institute of

5. Earthquake scenarios for deep
geological disposal

Geotechnical Engineering at ETHZ for calibration
of nonlinear material properties. A working group
for palaeoseismology with members of the Sediment Dynamics Group of the Geological Institute

This task is related to the definition of possible

at ETH was established. Finally, the SED started a

earthquake impacts on deep geological disposal,

cooperation with Engineering Geology (Florian

the analysis of observations in underground struc-

Amann) with a common workshop on October 7,

tures, and the problem of induced seismicity. In

2013.

this context the SED participated in the technical
meeting on «Earthquake impact on fracturing and
groundwater flows – Considerations for the long-

International Cooperation

term safety of geological disposals» organized by
IRSN in Paris on November 22–23rd 2012, and

We hosted Sanjay Bora, a PhD student from Uni-

supported ENSI to prepare a summary of possible

versität Potsdam, who was working on new gen-

earthquake impacts on deep geological disposals.

eration GMPE development, supervised by Profes-

Using synergies with ongoing and independently

sor Frank Scherbaum. Sanjay presented the results

funded research related to deep geothermal

of his PhD studies, which focused on how to pre-

energy we have made substantial progress on set-

dict ground-motion using models of earthquake

ting up a framework to model earthquakes

Fourier spectra and duration using RVT. We estab-
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lished a cooperation and began working together

ing 2014 we will participate in the SCEC/USGS

on the RESORCE Database (Reference Database for

code verification benchmark to verify the imple-

seismic ground motion in Europe).

mentation of Drucker-Prager plasticity in AWP-

We are working with Fabian Bonilla from IFSTAR

ODC against a number of finite element codes.

on the calibration of nonlinear soil properties from

New developments will include a GPU-version of

strong motion records. The implementation of

the finite difference code with plasticity that will

Drucker-Prager plasticity in AWP-ODC was done in

take advantage of the next generation of super-

collaboration with San Diego State University and

computers. Nonlinear response of soft soils will be

the San Diego Supercomputing Center. For the

studied by using the 2D version of the fully nonlin-

verification of the method against other codes we

ear code NOAH.

collaborate with the United States Geological Sur-

Due to the unexpectedly incomplete integration of

vey (USGS) and the Southern California Earth-

the data contained in the Annual Reports of the

quake Center (SCEC).

Swiss Earthquake Commission and the relatively

We cooperated with European groups working on

large amount of heterogeneous data available

historical earthquakes and contributed to the

describing weaker earthquakes our progress was

workshop «Macroseismicity: Sharing and use of

slower than initially planned in subproject 3. We

historical data», April 3rd 2013 in Paris. A working

expect to be able to process all intensity greater

meeting with the newly established historical seis-

than or equal to V events until 1912 by the end of

mology group at the Landeserdbebendienst

the project, which corresponds the year of the dis-

Baden-Württemberg took place on October 29,

solution of the Swiss Earthquake Commission.

2013.

The efforts related to improving seismogenic

Work on induced seismicity and probabilistic fault

source models (subtask 4) are immediately useful

imaging was embedded in the framework of the

as they can be implemented in the next generation

EU Projects GEISER and IMAGE, results were shown

Swiss national hazard model. They will also be

at the European Geothermal Congress in Pisa, June

used for the baseline for the next generation of

6, 2013. Work on short term forecasting was con-

modelling tools and ultimately for the upcoming

ducted in collaboration with the EU project REAKT,

PSHA of deep underground repositories. Work

where time-dependent forecast models are being

related to probabilistic fault imaging will be com-

evaluated independently. Results were presented

pleted by June 2014 with a publication submitted

at the 2nd annual REAKT meeting in Zurich, Octo-

by then.

ber 23, 2013.

With respect to subtask 5, induced seismicity, we
plan by June 2014 to have implemented a first

Assessment 2013 and
Perspectives for 2014

application of these new tools explicitly targeted at
deep geological repositories. Using the strain footprint of the repository as an input, we will compute
probabilistic scenarios and perform first order sen-

The reporting period 2013 has been very success-

sitivity analyses that can help guide the decisions

ful, with several publications related to subproject

on future research needs in this domain.

1. We have made significant progress in the ability
168

to determine Swiss or site-specific ground-motion
in terms of horizontal and vertical components,
including sites at depth, and improved our under-

Publications in the
reporting period

standing of how to decouple the earthquake
source, path and site effects. For 2014 we plan to

Edwards, B. and D. Fäh (2013a). A Stochastic

further refine the implementations determined so

Ground-Motion Model for Switzerland, Bulletin

far, and specifically focus on the impact of buried

of the Seismological Society of America 103,

locations on the seismic wave-field.

78–98, doi: 10.1785/0120110331.

In subproject 2, the inversion of vertical array

Edwards, B. and D. Fäh (2013b). Measurements

records for dilatancy parameters has been con-

of stress parameter and site attenuation from

cluded successfully for three sites. Development on

recordings of moderate to large earthquakes in

the plasticity implementation in the 3D finite dif-

Europe and the Middle East, Geophysical Journal

ference code AWP-ODC has continued and a num-

International 194, 1190–1202, doi: 10.1093/gji/

ber of production runs have been completed. Dur-

ggt158.
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Edwards, B., Michel, C., Poggi V. and Fäh, D.,

Spada, M., T. Tormann, S. Wiemer, and B. Enescu

(2013). Determination of Site Amplification from

(2013b). Generic dependence of the frequency-

Regional Seismicity: Application to the Swiss

size distribution of earthquakes on depth and its

National Seismic Networks. Seism. Res. Lett.,

relation to the strength profile of the crust, Geo-

Volume 84, Issue 4, 611–621.

phys Res Lett. DOI: 10.1029/2012GL054198.

Goertz-Allmann, B.P. and B. Edwards (2013).

Woessner, J., S. Hiemer, S. Wiemer and E. Kissling

Constraints on crustal attenuation and three-

(2013). A smooth seismicity forecast model for

dimensional spatial distribution of stress drop in

Switzerland, Swiss Journal of Geoscience, in

Switzerland, Geophysical Journal International,

preparation.

doi: 10.1093/gji/ggt384.
Grolimund, R. and D. Fäh (2013a). History matters: bref aperçu de la sismologie historique en

Conference contributions in the
reporting period

Suisse. In: Gazette des Archives 103(2), Paris.

Edwards, B., V. Poggi, D. Fäh. Improving Refer-

Grolimund, R. and D. Fäh (2013b). Evidences for

enced Ground-Motion Prediction through Physi-

very Large (Pre)historic Alpine Earthquakes in

cally-Based Site-Specific Adjustments. Seismo-

both Natural and Historical Archives – a Work-

logical Society of America Annual Meeting,

shop Report. In preparation.

17–19 April 2013, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Grolimund, R., Sellami, S., Fäh, D. and N. Deich-

Edwards, B., V. Poggi, and D. Fäh. A Kappa.

mann (2013). Earthquakes in Switzerland and

Model to Predict the Attenuation Characteristics

Surroundings 1964–1974. Submitted to Swiss

of Gradient-Like Velocity Profiles. Seismological

Journal of Geosciences.

Society of America Annual Meeting, 17–19 April

Mignan, A., D. Landwing, B. Mena and S. Wiemer

2013, Salt Lake City, Utah.

(2013). Induced seismicity risk assessment for the

Poggi, V., B. Edwards and D. Fäh. Combined esti-

2006 Basel, Switzerland, Enhanced Geothermal

mation of kappa and shear-wave velocity profile

System project: Role of parameter uncertainty on

of the Japanese rock reference. European Geo-

risk mitigation, Geothermics, under revision.

sciences Union General Assembly, Vienna, Aus-

Poggi, V., Edwards, B. and Fäh, D., (2013). Refer-

tria, 7–12 April 2013.

ence S-wave velocity profile and attenuation

Roten, D., Olsen, K.B., Day, S.M., Dalguer, L.A.

models for ground-motion prediction equations:

and Fäh, D. (2013d). Large-scale 3D simulations

application to Japan, Bull. Seim. Soc. Am., Vol-

of spontaneous rupture and wave propagation

ume 103, Issue 5, 2645–2656.

in complex, 3D media, Annual meeting of the

Roten, D., D. Fäh and F. Bonilla (2013a). High-

Seismological Society of America, April 17–19,

frequency ground motion amplification during

Salt Lake City, Utah.

the 2011 Tohoku earthquake explained by soil

Roten, D., Olsen, K.B., Day, S.M., and Fäh, D
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